It is considered here the possibility of unitary spinor representations of the Virasoro and super-Virasoro algebras for conformal spin to be equal 1 k ; k are integers.
Virasoro generators L n are determined by transformations:
They satisfy the usual classical commutator algebra:
Quantum mechanical applications of the Virasoro algebra lead to central extensions:
Unitary conditions for these operators L n are
In physical applications (vertices of string theory) we use operator functions F(z):
which are representations of this Virasoro group corresponding to conformal spin j:
Then we should have for any conformal spin j :
Unitary representations of the Virasoro and super-Virasoro algebras are found for conformal spins j to be equal 0, 1 and 1 2 [1] . For j=1 we have:
we have constructions with components b r (r are half-integers) to be anticommuting:
Of course we are able to obtain boson representations for arbitrary conformal spin as composite ones from j=0 components. They are exponential vertex operators of Veneziano type [2] :
Here [p,
Now we shall give a spinor consruction for j = . We use anticommuting spinor components ψ r (r are multiples of quarters):
Let us build currents J(z) from these spinor components ψ r and then we introduce the Sugawara-like operators for L n (compare [3] ):
Here
L n satisfy the extended Virasoro algebra (5).
J(z) has the conformal spin j to be 1 in relation to L n (22). Now we can obtain the spinor representation Ψ(z) for j = 1 4 in relation to L n (22) acting on vacuum state < 0|. Here ψ α,r |0 >=< 0|ψ α,−r = 0 ; r > 0
Other components of Ψ(z) we are able to obtain using
So in correspondence with (10),(27) we have
Similary we have
and 
It is easy to find the correct correlation function:
